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CLASS: 2  SUBJECT: ENGLISH  DATE: _________________ 

Grammar: Topic (7, 8)  

NAME: -------------------------- CLASS: ------------ SEC: ---------- DATE: ------------ 

 

WAS / WERE 

*We use was or were to talk about someone or something in the past. 

*We use was when we talk about one person or thing. 

*We use were when we talk about more than one person or thing. 

Eg: I was at home yesterday afternoon.  

The cats were in the garden. 

They were singing very loud. 

  Raju was ill yesterday. 

*Tick ( ) the correct words to complete these sentences. 

1.  I am in class 2 now. Last year, I was/were in Class1.  

2.  Sachin was/were very ill yesterday. So, she could not go to school. 

3.   How was/were your day? 

4.  Amit was/ tired. So, he went to sleep. 

5. Anil and Preeti was/were at the zoo last Sunday. 

6.  The school bus was/were late. 

7.  The ducks was/were in the garden. 

 

 

 

 



HAS / HAVE 

*We use has when we talk about one person or thing. 

* We use have when we talk about more than one person or thing. 

* We use has with he, she and it. 

*We use have with I, we, you and they. COMPLETE THESE SENTENCES WITH 

has OR have. 

1. The dog ______ a long tail. 

2. Rahul and Ram _______ a new bicycle. 

3. We ________ many plants in our garden. 

4. She __________ many dolls. 

5.  I _________ two sisters. 

6. They __________a test today. 

7. A fan ____________three blades. 

8. Piyush _____________a pet kitten. 

* Look at the pictures and write sentence about the birds/animals with has or have. Use 

words/phrases from the box. 

Long trunk Red beak Hump fins Long neck 

   

Eg. Camels have a hump.    

1. ____________________________________________.  



2. ____________________________________________________.  

3. ________________________________________________.  

 

 

 

 

 


